LEVEL- I
MODULE –I
Name

: SMALL OFFICE /HOME OFFICE CO- ORDINATOR

Sector
Code No.

: Business & commerce
: BSC 101

Entry Qualification

: Graduation or equivalent

Terminal Competency

: After completion of training the trainee will be able to
work as a Coordinator - Small Office/ Home Office and
can help the Small Office /Home Office in
communicating effectively, marketing his products
effectively, manage a small team, prepare proper
books of accounts.

Duration

: 480 hours

Sl. No.
Practical
*
Practice
English
speaking / vernacular,
1

Theory

*

Practice Public speaking & speak confidently
* Role plays to take appointments with
customers on phone.
* Role Plays to sell product on phone
* Show how to influence the customers on
phone
* Demonstrate smile, wish, greet customers

Business Communication and Soft skills.
* Understand the basic parts of a speech.
* Ascertain how to avoid the common usage error
* Differentiate between homophones. Interpose
the sentences properly. .
* Understand how to influence the customers
over the phone.
* Soft skill development
Written communication skill improvement

2

* Identify opportunities in the market place.
* Differentiate between selling a product and
selling a service.
* Identify need for product or service In the
market.
* Match product to meet consumer’s
expectations.
* Practice how to sell products through a
dealer network

3

* Learn how to effectively motivate and work
with co- workers. (Team building efforts)
* Demonstrate importance of working in a
team.
* Demonstrate creative thinking by showing
how to motivate a team.

4

* Under standing the final statements viz.
trial balance, Profit & loss account and
Balance Sheet.
* Prepare receipt & payments account. Income
and Expenditure account.
* Use of accounting software.

Basic Accounting Principles
* Understanding the need for accounts, basic accounting
books and reconciliation of cashbook with bank records.
* Prepare final statements viz. trial balance, Profit & loss
account and Balance Sheet.
* Prepare Receipts & payments account, Income and
Expenditure accounts. Elements of banking and insurance.
* Income tax, Provident fund rules.

* Study a product operated by a SO/HO

Economics for Business

5

8

Marketing Fundamentals
* Understand & explore the Role of Marketing in the
Economy, customer orientation and development of a
product.
Basic knowledge of 4P’s.
Establish how brands are built and manage the
service in the market.
* Explore the Role of Marketing in the Economy and
Development of a product.
* Analyse Customer Behaviors, Strategic Planning
and understand practical application of theory
to real life situations
Integrated Organization Principles
* Assess the need of management.
* Synergize the mission, vision and do SWOT analysis by
getting into the groove of lateral thinking.
* Understanding the Organisational structure
* Understanding the “we” centric approach rath
er than “I”.

*Understand the economic environment in which
various organizations are operative.
* Comprehend
aspects which play an important role in
..
the macro as well as the micro aspect of decision
making process.

business. State the larger picture in which
the business of SO/HO operates and its
impact on decision-making.
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